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INTRODUCTION
High school can be a lot of things: fun, exciting, challenging,
busy, and just about anything else in between. With academics,
extracurriculars, and social life, there’s a lot going on and a lot to
learn! No two people will experience high school in the same way.
But one thing is true for almost everybody: these four short years
will have a big impact on your future.
This book is a guide that will help you succeed during those four
short years (and believe us, they do go by quickly). By reading this
book, you will learn how to navigate high school (both the easy and
challenging times), develop the skills you’ll need to be your best,
and use your time wisely to build your future.

A Note on Skills

A very important step to succeeding in high school is starting off
strong. The activities included in this book will help you develop the
skills and knowledge you’ll need as a high school student - and you
can get started now!

There are different types of skills.
Some skills are hard skills, or
specific skills that are teachable
and measurable. These include
English proficiency, math skills,
or foreign language ability. Other
skills are soft skills, which are not
easy to measure, but are applicable
to many situations. They include
communication and teamwork skills.
Soft skills are often called “people
skills.”

This book also contains advice from some of your teachers. They’ve
been through high school and they know what is needed from
students, so they know a bit about it. There really is no better
resource than them on this topic.
Remember: high school isn’t all about academics; it’s also a time for
personal growth. As such, this book aims to help you grow and learn
by making the most of your high school experience. The advice
contained here will require you to step outside of your comfort zone
(don’t say we didn’t warn you). That might sound scary. However, if
you don’t step outside your comfort zone, you won’t grow. The more
you challenge yourself, the more you’ll learn and the more capable
you’ll become.
What you do today matters. You’ll be done with high school before
you know it. Yes, you’ve probably heard that a million times, but it’s
true. Though adulthood may seem far away, the decisions you make
today do impact your future.

Why Compass?
We’ve named this book Compass because, like an actual compass
gives you direction, it will be a guide for your early high school years.
The book has four sections/directions:
North: Academics
South: Social Life and Social Skills
East: Extracurriculars
West: College Preparation and Career Exploration
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There are quite a few skills you’ll
need to succeed in high school, so
here’s some background info.

You will need both hard skills and
soft skills in high school and in life.
High school is the perfect time to
develop them.

A Note on GEAR UP’s
Definition of College
Remember, GEAR UP believes
“college” to mean ANY education
AFTER high school graduation.
This includes: community college,
a certificate, university, military, or
trade school.

ARE YOU READY?

Compass: A GEAR UP Guide to Early High School
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NORTH: ACADEMICS
Getting Organized
We start with organization because, well, it’s the most important. There’s a lot to keep
track of in high school. But, it’s hard to keep track of everything if you don’t have a
system to do it. Here are some important methods to use:
1.	Use a planner - If you have a planner, use it. If you don’t have a planner,
make one using an old notebook (just make sure that you break it up
into days of the week!). Use it every day to record your assignments
and any important deadlines and dates. Some of your teachers may post
assignments/homework online. Even if that’s the case, record them in
your planner anyway. Update your planner with your class
Keep up
schedule and extracurricular obligations, too, such as club
“Don’t put off your work.
planner to
with due dates. Use a
meetings, work hours, or sporting events.
ss
2.	Use Binders and Folders - Use binders and folders to
file your work and important documents. Every time you
get an important document or complete an assignment on
paper, file it away. If you’re doing work on the computer,
create folders for your assignments so you know exactly
where you’ve saved them. Whether you’re doing work
on paper or on the computer, it only takes a few extra
seconds to neatly, securely file something, so there’s no
reason not to do it!

end cla
allocate your time. Att
to the
regularly. Pay attention
ke good
teacher during class. Ta
review your
notes during class and
Sit in the
notes outside of class.
if you can.
front of the classroom
Stay organized.”
– Mr. Batten, Teacher,
Hillside Middle School

3.	Give Each Subject its own Notebook - You’re going to be
taking a lot of notes in high school. Have a notebook for each subject. If
you use one notebook for multiple subjects, your notes will likely become
unorganized. But, by giving each subject its own notebook, you’ll know
exactly where to find the notes for that class.
4.	Declutter Regularly - Even if you file everything away neatly, after a
while, you probably accumulate quite a few papers that you don’t really
need anymore. Every so often, perhaps every other week, go through
your folders and binders and get rid of anything you don’t need anymore.
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Why Does this Matter?
Shortcut: Being organized=better grades.
Scenic Route: There are benefits to being organized. For one, you’ll see that good
organization correlates with good grades. Also, these methods will help you succeed in
high school, balance all your demands, and manage your time better. In fact, there will
come a point in high school when you’re expected to have good organizational skills, so
the sooner you start perfecting them, the better.
How Will this Benefit my Future?
Organization is a critical skill employers look for. You need to be organized to get stuff
done. Nobody wants to hire someone who isn’t organized!
You’ll also need organizational skills throughout life. Being organized will be necessary to
manage the many adult responsibilities you’ll have someday.
Walk the Path Yourself
1. Organization Checklist [You can make an electronic system if you want!]
When you have each item ready, check it off the list:
q Labeled binders or folders (one for each class)
q Labeled notebook (one for each class)
q Planner (can be made or bought)

	2. Write your homework assignments in your planner every day for two weeks.
Below, record how doing this has helped you:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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Selecting Your Courses
Many of your high school classes will be assigned to you without your input. However,
there are also classes you get to choose, and there can be a lot to choose from.
How do you choose them? Here are some good places to start:
1.	Look at Your School’s Requirements - Your school will require you to
take a certain amount of classes in various subjects in order to graduate.
Make sure you’re fulfilling these requirements by speaking with your
counselor on a regular basis. 		
			*If you are interested in becoming a New Hampshire
Scholar, you will need to take ALL of your school’s graduation
requirements in addition to extra credits in certain subjects.
Please see the NH Scholars Pathways Chart on the next page. For
more information, go to www.nhscholars.org.
			Why become a NH Scholar? Excellent preparation for life after
high school and college. Looks impressive on your transcript and
diploma! You get to wear a medallion and be publicly recognized at
your graduation ceremony.
2. 	Think about Your Future - Are you thinking of attending a
community college or university? Do you know what you want to
study? Take classes that will prepare you for your desired major or
make you competitive for your dream program.

"Challenge yourself!
Don't take 'easy level'
classes just because
you can!"

		Maybe you’re also thinking about your future career. Having a broad
academic foundation can be useful for whatever job you choose.

– Bill Dupere, School
Counselor, Hillside
Middle School

		Even if you aren’t sure of what you want to do after high school, it’s
still important to take challenging courses that you can do well in.
It never hurts to have an impressive transcript (A permanent record of
your academic performance. It includes all the classes you’ve taken
and the final grades you earned in them). Also, challenging classes can
teach you a lot about a subject and about yourself.
		That said, don’t overload yourself. Just because you can take all honors
and Advanced Placement (AP) classes doesn’t mean you should. This can
create an overwhelming--perhaps nearly impossible--workload. Instead,
maybe take a couple advanced classes that you’re confident you can
succeed in.
3.	Think about Your Interests - What do you want to take? What subjects
interest you? Music? Photography? Computer Science? Look at courses

8
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MINIMUM
NH SCHOLAR
REQUIREMENTS
 English: 4 credits
 Math: 4 credits or 4 years

(including Alg. I, Alg. II and Geometry)

 Lab Science: 3 credits

(including Biology & Chemistry)

 Social Science: 3 ½ credits

STEM PATHWAY
REQUIREMENTS

 Foreign Language: 2 credits

(NH Scholar, STEM and Arts Pathway only)

 Lab Science:

See below for additional requirements
of each pathway. You can't count a course twice.

Additional 1 credit
 STEM related course:

1 credit
(Science, Math, Technology,
Engineering, Computers,
Advanced Manufacturing,
including CTE, Project Lead The
Way, Family Consumer Science,
etc.)
 Minimum 3.2 GPA

MEDAL COLORS






NH Scholar:
Blue & Gold
STEM: Green & Gold
Art: Black & Gold
Career: Red & Gold
Complete two or more
pathways: Maroon &
Gold

ARTS PATHWAY
REQUIREMENTS
 Art: 2 credits

(Visual Art, Fine Art,
Performing Arts, Music,
Graphic Design, etc.)

 Minimum 3.2 GPA

CAREER PATHWAY REQUIREMENTS


Successfully complete one of the following: Approved NH CTE Program, Industry- Aligned or
Career-Driven Extended Learning Opportunity, All Sequence Components in Formal Career
Pathway Program of Study, CCSNH Industry Certificate Sequence



Successfully engaged in a Work Based Learning Experience



Successfully earned one of the following: College Credits, Industry Valued Recognized Certificate,
or Postsecondary Hours

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT NHSCHOLARS.ORG

Notes

in subjects you’re curious about and ask your counselor how to sign up for them. Just
make sure the classes don’t decrease the quality and rigor (how challenging your
courses are) of your course load.
4. 	Talk to the Right People - Once you get to high school, if you’re unsure
of what classes are right for you, talk with your teachers and your
counselor. They’re familiar with your work and your capabilities, and they
can help steer you in the right direction.
5. 	Look at Your School’s Course Offerings - Your school will probably have
a list of classes that they offer. If you aren’t really sure of what classes
you’d like to take, look through the courses and see if anything piques
your interest.

Why Does this Matter?
Shortcut: Taking the courses you need to graduate is the first step. Be sure to sign up
for advanced classes as you move through high school, and be aware that your grades
matter, especially if you are planning to go to college.
Scenic Route: When you apply to college, they’ll consider your transcript, which
contains all the classes you took and grades you earned throughout high school. This
means even your grades from freshman year are important.
Colleges look at more than just grades. They also care about how rigorous your courses
were. A high GPA is nice to have, but if you didn’t take challenging classes, colleges may
not be very impressed. However, if you can succeed in advanced classes, you show that
you’re ready. AP classes also give you the possibility of earning college credit. This can
give you more flexibility when planning your college course schedule as well as make
college cheaper.
It’s also good to expand your academic horizons. If you only take easy classes, you’re
going to limit your potential. But, by challenging yourself, you can learn something new
about a subject and likely learn more about your own capabilities.

How Will this Benefit my Future?
“Discomfort is something to strive
for and not run away from. Most
learning comes from a productive
struggle. The one-and-done
approach rarely works well. Also,
deadlines are a part of life
and successful students learn
and adapt. Those who do not
often find themselves repeating
courses and grades."

What you learn in high school can have a big impact on your future. Your
classes may help you realize what you enjoy most and what you want to
pursue in life, so choose a variety of them.
Throughout life, you’ll have to choose between sticking to what’s easy
and doing what may be hard for you. While the safe, easy route is often
tempting, by challenging

– Teacher, MST
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yourself, you’ll reap more rewards and have a more fulfilling life. Don’t get stuck in a
pattern of taking the easy way out.
Walk the Path Yourself

1.	Look at the graduation requirements and course offerings of your high
school. Fill in your choices below!

		

Classes I’m excited about:		

Classes I know will be easy for me:

		_________________________		_____________________________
		_________________________		_____________________________
		_________________________		_____________________________
		_________________________		_____________________________

		
Classes that will challenge me:
How I’m going to prepare for
							tough classes:
		_________________________		_____________________________
		_________________________		_____________________________
		_________________________		_____________________________
		_________________________		_____________________________
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Getting Your Work Done...the Effective Way
There’s a lot that goes into managing your schoolwork. Organization, as mentioned
earlier, is a big piece of keeping track of your assignments. But, it’s one thing to keep
track of your assignments and another to actually complete them. Here are some tips on
getting your work done:
1.	It’s all About Time Management, So Make a Schedule - Review your
assignments (which are hopefully in your planner) and make a daily list
of what needs to be accomplished. Schedule a time of day when you’re
going to do your work and stick to it. This will allow you to create a
routine, avoid procrastination, and develop a strong work ethic.
2.	… But be Realistic - Create a work schedule that you can actually follow.
If you know you’re not the kind of person who can study or do homework
for hours and hours without a break, don’t create a schedule that requires
you to do that. If you create an unrealistic schedule, you won’t follow it.
		Here is a basic homework schedule for someone who doesn’t have any
after school activities:
			3:15:3:45 - Relax
			
3:45-4:45 - Homework Hour 1
			4:45-5:00 - Break
			
5:00-6:00 - Homework Hour 2
			6:00-6:30
- Dinner
“Stay organize
d and
keep up with all
			
6:30-7:30
Homework Hour 3
of your

assignments. They can
quickly snowball
		
But, ideally, you’ll have some after school activities. Of course, that will
if you
don't."
impact your schedule. This is what your schedule might look like if you
– Teacher, Hillside
Middle School

have a moderate amount of after school activities:

		
2:45:4:00 - Club meetings/sports/after school activities
			
4:00-4:30 - Come home and relax
			
4:30-5:30 - Homework Hour 1
			5:30-5:45 - Break
			
5:45-6:45 - Homework Hour 2
			6:45-7:15 - Dinner
			
7:15-8:15 - Homework Hour 3
		Some people have a lot of after school commitments. Sports can often
take up a lot of time, as can jobs. Here’s an example of someone with a
busy schedule.
			
2:45-6:00 - Club meetings/sports/after school activities			
			6:00-6:30 - Dinner/Relax
			
6:30-8:00 - Homework Block 1
			8:00-8:15 - Break
			
8:15-9:45 - Homework Block 2

Compass: A GEAR UP Guide to Early High School
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		As you can see, every little thing makes an impact on your schedule and
how early you can finish your assignments. After school activities can
take up a lot of time, and your schedule will have to accommodate for
that. That might mean taking shorter breaks or dedicating larger blocks of
time to homework.
		You may also find it useful to start with the end in mind. Think about what
time you’d like to finish your homework by. If you’d like to finish your
homework by 8:30, you’ll have to create a schedule that allows for that.
Doing this will also help you develop planning skills.
3.	Take Good Notes - There are different note-taking methods that you
can look into, including the mapping method, Cornell method, outline
method, and others. Here we describe the Cornell and outline methods.

Cornell Method
With Cornell notes, you lay out your paper in three sections. First, draw a horizontal line
about three-quarters of the way down the page. Then, about two inches from the left
side of the page, draw a line from the top
of the page to the horizontal line.
The left column will be the “recall”
column. The right column will be the
“notes” column. The bottom section will
be the “summary” section.
Use the notes column to write what your
teacher is saying. Don’t write what they’re
saying word-for-word. Instead, paraphrase
and use abbreviations. Avoid using
complete sentences except when writing
definitions.

Re c a ll

In the “recall” column, create test
questions based on what you’ve written
in the “notes” column. This helps you
synthesize (combine many separate
elements to create a whole, complete
picture) the material and remember it
better.

No te s

S umm a r y

Cornell notes are great for studying. By rephrasing the material in your own words,
you remember the material better. When studying, you can also cover up the “notes”
column. Looking at the “recall” column, try to remember what the relevant notes say
about the topic.
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Outline Method
The Outline method is one of the most common note taking methods. This approach is
good if you prefer a simpler format.
With the Outline method, you’ll arrange your notes like this:
• Write each major topic at the far left of the page
• For each subtopic, you’ll indent to the right underneath the topic
• Underneath the subtopic, you’ll write any supporting notes
• Topic

◦
		◦
		

Subtopic
Subtopic

			• Supporting notes
While the Outline method is a simple format, it still has some structure. This makes
your notes easy to review and more understandable. If you prefer to take your notes
electronically, the format is also easy to create on a computer or tablet.
Whichever method you use, your notes must be organized and understandable. When
you go back to review your notes, you should be able to easily comprehend what you
wrote. This will make studying and completing homework easier.
Navigation Tip!: Reread your class notes for the day once you get home from
school. It takes only a few minutes, and it helps you retain the information better.
4.	Set Your Own Deadlines - Create rules for yourself so you stay on track
and complete your work in a timely manner. This is especially important
for longer-term assignments. Long-term assignments take more work and
care, and you don’t want to be rushing through them at the last minute.
“If you have a big project, do
Here are some examples of rules you can create for yourself:

a little bit every day until it’s
due. That way it won’t
		
seem
so overwhelming! Also, rewrite
notes you took in class; it’ll help
you understand better. You can
even try color coding the
m!”
		
–M
 s. M, City Year,
Parkside Middle School

• Finish essays at least three days before they’re due. By doing this, you
won’t have to stress at the last minute, giving you peace of mind, and
you will produce quality work.
• Finish studying at least two days before tests. By spacing out your
studying instead of cramming, you’ll remember the class material
better, which will help when finals come around.

		

• Complete long-term projects at least a week in advance. Again, this
gives you time to put the care you need into the project.

		

• Start your regular homework the day it’s assigned, and complete all
homework before the weekend starts.

Compass: A GEAR UP Guide to Early High School
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5.	Use Your Phone as a Tool, Not a Distraction - Your
phone probably has an alarm. If you have a schedule,
you can set timers/alarms for when each assignment
should be completed by. If your phone has a reminder
function, take advantage of that, too. You can set
reminders for specific times you want to do your work
at.

“In high school, your teachers will not
be
looking over your shoulder to keep you
on
task. Particularly in this age of tec
hnology,
it is essential that you learn how to
exercise self-discipline with technol
ogy.
Start thinking about strategies you
can
use to help you separate your persona
l/
social desires of the moment (texting
,
viewing memes, searching for cool
music & videos, etc.) from your scho
ol
responsibilities. High school teache
rs
are not there to manage you - you
are
expected to manage yourself.”

6.	Find Methods that Work - Figure out the best
way for you to complete your work. Find the best
environment. Do you like doing your work at the
dining room table? Or maybe the library would be
better? Do you like music playing in the background,
or do you need silence? Make sure you do your work
– Teacher, MST
somewhere you can focus (hint: it’s usually not your
bed). Think about the order you do your subjects in.
Do you like to do the hard assignments first or the easy ones? There’s a
lot to consider, so try to figure out the right combination for you.
7.	… But Vary Up Your Study Methods - You may have one study
technique that you like the most, but it’s actually good to try a few
techniques. By using a combination of methods, you’ll remember the
material better.
		

Some techniques include:

Drawing pictures or diagrams
E = mc

2

This is useful because it forces you to think of the information in
a new way: visually. Even if you aren’t a visual learner, you can
find this useful.

Flashcards

Discussing the material
with a group

Flashcards are helpful for a couple
reasons. By writing the information
and putting it into your own words,
you commit it to memory better. The
repetition of using flashcards also helps
ingrain information into your memory.

There are quite a few benefits to this. Explaining
a topic to someone is one of the best ways to
remember it. Also, if there’s something about
the material you don’t understand, there’s a good
chance someone in the group will. Finally, by being
in a group, you can hold each other accountable.

8.	If You Don’t Understand Something, Ask Your Teacher - Your teachers
are there to teach! If after trying to understand the material you still don’t
get it, talk with your teacher. Asking questions shows you care about
doing well.
		Understanding a concept before your teachers move on
to a new one is especially important since classes build
on past material. You don’t want to fall behind.

sier for
"It's okay to be wrong. It's ea
ing you
eth
som
m
fro
you
me to teach
ng
doi
not
you
m
fro
n
get wrong, tha
and
ad
ahe
go
So
all.
your work at
r of
do your work without the fea
know
and
it,
ce
bra
Em
being wrong.
it!"
m
fro
you will learn
Math/
– Tara Schneider, 8th Grade
dle
Mid
e
sid
Hill
r,
Algebra Teache
School
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reading
“Read!! You will need to be
e
Tak
ool.
sch
much more in high
er
off
we
ms
gra
advantage of pro
ding
rea
e
rov
imp
to
like Reading Plus
you
el
lev
t
skills no matter wha
pay
are at. Practice writing and
ask
And
ar.
attention to gramm
questions!!!”
ool

– Teacher, Hillside Middle Sch

9.	Do. The. Reading. - Class readings can be timeconsuming, and it can be tempting to just skip them
or look up a summary online. Don’t do that. Instead,
complete all your assigned reading.
Take notes in the margin or in a notebook as you read. Write in your
own words! Doing so will help you comprehend the material and be
prepared for class discussion. (And you don’t want to come to class
unprepared. That’s never a good feeling.)

Relevance to you: Reading expands your mind and opens up new
worlds to help you discover yourself and interests. You are, after all,
the most important in your life.
If that’s not enough to convince you, think of these benefits that come from reading: it
expands your vocabulary, reduces stress, and strengthens your brain. 1 2

Why Does this Matter?
Shortcut: You will have a less stressful high school experience.
	Scenic Route: With all the work you’ll have to do, completing assignments on
time will ensure you do not fall behind. As you progress through high school,
your workload is likely to increase, which will make study skills even more
important. Ideally, you’ll develop strong study skills by the end of freshman year.
If you can manage your time and handle your course load, you’ll have a much
more successful, and less stressful, high school experience.

How Will this Benefit my Future?
To succeed as an adult, you’ll need to:
		
		

• understand how to manage your obligations and stick to schedules
• understand your working and learning style

	Once you get a job, you’ll often have to learn new things quickly, work under
tight deadlines, and balance a variety of important tasks. The earlier you master
these skills, the more prepared you’ll be for life as an adult.

University of California, Santa Barbara

1

National Institutes of Health

2
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Walk the Path Yourself
1.	

Create a homework schedule for yourself below:

2.	

What study methods appeal to you the most?

			• _____________________________		
			• _____________________________
			• _____________________________
			• _____________________________

3.	What’s a long-term assignment you have coming up? Fill in the timeline
below of how and when you’ll finish it.

Assignment:_________________________________________________________________

Day

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

Friday

Date
Plan
Done?
Day
Date
Plan
Done?
Navigation Tip!: Draw this chart in your notebook or planner whenever you have a
long-term assignment to plan for.
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SOUTH: SOCIAL LIFE AND
SOCIAL SKILLS
Making a Good First Impression
		Have you ever had a bad first encounter with someone? You probably
didn’t want to talk to them again.
		Now think of a time you had a good first encounter with someone.
After the encounter ended, you most likely looked forward to another
interaction. That’s probably how you want people to feel about you, too,
especially when you’re new to high school and trying to make friends.
		So, how do you do that? Well, the fact is, first impressions matter A LOT.
And if you want to get to know people in high school, you have to start
with making a positive impression.
		You only get one chance to do this, so let your awesome qualities shine
through!
		

Here are some ways to do that:

				1.	Basic Things Go a Long Way with Your Teachers
- Arriving to class on time (also known as
“Accept and take
punctuality) shows your teachers that you know
responsibility personally and
how to behave like a young adult and can be taken
academically. Tolerate
seriously. When class starts, your attention should
positive and negative
be on learning. Be sure to avoid distractions like
feedback. How you react
you
as
lot
le
who
a
using your phone or chatting with your classmates.
matters
mature.”

			

2.	Practice Engaged Body Language - Have
you ever heard the phrase “presentation is
everything”? While presentation might not literally
be everything, it’s pretty important. How you
present yourself is critical, and body language is a
big part of that. In fact, most of the communication
you do is nonverbal.

– Debbie Brenner, Special
Education Teacher,
Parkside Middle School

					
“If you do not attend
class, you will not pass!”

Body language influences how people see you.

–T
 eacher, MST
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			In class, appear engaged by sitting up straight and looking at the
teacher when they’re talking. Avoid crossing your arms, which can
suggest you’re not interested, or fidgeting (this implies you’re not
focused).
			When meeting students, show that you’re welcoming by making
eye contact and smiling when appropriate.
			
Navigation Tip!: When interacting with others, observe their
body language and think about how it makes you feel. Use
that to inform your own body language.
3.	Put in Effort - Show your teachers that you care by working
hard from the beginning. Turn in quality work on time. Do all your
assignments and extra credit if possible. Show you’re engaged
with the material by asking questions or sharing your thoughts in
class. All of this suggests you take your studies seriously.
			Similarly, show your classmates that you’re responsible, too. If
you’re working on a group project or assignment, do your part.
Show that you care about the success of the team. This will
likewise lead your classmates to think of you as smart, dedicated,
and caring.
4.	Be Welcoming - When meeting students for the first time,
be nice, polite, and approachable (the above body language
tips are a big part of this). Once you get a conversation going
with someone, remember to be genuine. Get to know them
by listening and asking questions. Maybe pay them a sincere
compliment (pro tip: paying a compliment is also a good way to
start a conversation with someone).
5.	Repeat - These tips are important for making a good first
impression. But, don’t just do these things the first time you meet
people. Do them every day!

Why Does this Matter?
Shortcut: Actions speak louder than words and show your character. Reputation
matters in school and when in the workforce.
Scenic Route: A first impression creates the starting point of your relationship with
someone and sets the tone of your relationship with them. By making a good first
impression, it will be much easier to build strong, positive relationships with both your
teachers and classmates.
We’ll go over the benefits of positive social interaction in more detail in the next section.
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How Will this Benefit my Future?
Like it or not, what people think about you will matter throughout your life. Once you
enter the professional world, you’ll often need to make a good first impression with a
lot of people. Oftentimes, you’ll have to do it quickly. Situations like job interviews or
business meetings are examples of this.
Remember, people hire people they like. Your skills are important, but if you don’t “click”
with someone, they will most likely hire someone else.
You may also make moves in your career throughout your life. You will need references
and recommendation letters! Having connections with your employer will help.
As you’ll learn next, socializing is also important to your overall happiness. If you know
how to quickly give people a positive impression of you, you’ll have an easier time
building relationships and expanding your social network.
If you haven’t learned how to make a first impression by the time you’re an adult, you
will hinder your future opportunities. So, learn how to display your good qualities when
you meet people. The time to practice is now!

Walk the Path Yourself
1.	Complete the GEAR UP Bingo card on the next page to try out the skills
in this section!
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Having a Social Life
Now that you’ve learned how to make a good first impression, let’s talk about where
you go from there.
In addition to being an academic environment, high school is a social environment.
Different people approach social environments in different ways. Some people are social
butterflies. Others are very shy. Regardless of where you fall on the social spectrum,
socializing is an important part of high school.
How do you navigate and succeed in this social environment?
1.	Meet People in Your Classes - Your classes provide you with an easy
way to get to know other students. Before class starts, strike
up a conversation with the people who sit around you. You’ll
"Be able to work with your
likely have opportunities to collaborate with your classmates,
peers to get advice and
which can be a great way to get to know them, too. Also,
complete projects. Your peers
be sure to participate in class discussions. This will help you
are a great support if you
are invested in learning
become more comfortable with speaking in front of groups,
together and not just getting
which is a big part of building social skills.
the work done."

2.	Branch Out - Some of your middle school friends may attend
high school with you. It’s okay to keep them as friends.
However, branching out and meeting new people may enrich
your overall experience.

– Mrs. Tripp, Social Studies
Teacher, Parkside Middle
School

3.	Join Clubs/Activities/Sports - Clubs and activities provide a great
opportunity to meet lots of people both in your grade and in other
grades. Plus, it’s always easier to get to know people when you share a
common interest with them. We’ll go over the benefits of extracurricular
participation in more detail later on.
4.	Try Public Speaking - Most people don’t consider
this option (or even want to think about it!), but it has
some great benefits. There will likely be some public
speaking opportunities in high school. Public speaking
might make you nervous; however, having this skill
will give you confidence and boost your other social
skills. You may be more recognized on campus, which
might help you make friends.

“Don’t try to act differently
just to please other people or
fit in. Be the real version of
yourself and you will find the
group you are supposed to be
part of. Sometimes fitting in
means finding a new group
along the way.”
– City Year, Parkside
Middle School
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Activity: GEAR UP Bingo

G
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5.	That Said, You Don’t Have to Befriend Everyone - Some people feel
the need to be part of every social group. Maybe you prefer to have a
few close friends instead. If that’s the case, reading all this may seem
overwhelming. You don’t have to be friends with every single person you
meet. However, even if you are the type of person who prefers to be part
of a small friend group, having acquaintances around school may help you
feel more comfortable throughout your day.
6.	Word of Caution: Avoid Toxic People - Most people you meet in high
school (and in life) will be nice. But, you’ll sometimes run into people who
aren’t. If you find yourself with people who make you feel bad, don’t hang
out with them. You have nothing to gain by being around them.

Why Does this Matter?
	Shortcut: Nurturing your social and communication skills will benefit you during
high school and beyond.
	Scenic Route: As important as academics are, your social life can transform your
entire high school experience.
	By now, you know that having a trustworthy, reliable group of friends will make
high school more enjoyable. Remember, too, that everything you do in high
school is a learning experience. Your classes are just one way to learn. You’ll also
learn a lot through your social experiences.
	Socializing helps you learn about the people around you, which makes adapting
to the high school environment easier. Additionally, socializing helps you learn
about yourself. By socializing, you can understand what people you connect with
best and better understand the environments you feel most comfortable in.
	If you are one of those people who happens to be shy, the thought of socializing
may sound scary to you. Just remember that the more you socialize, the easier it
becomes. Try stepping outside of your comfort zone.
	Finally, never forget that everyone you meet can be a resource, so meeting new
people will only benefit you. Try to make friends in your classes, that way you
can have study partners or people to get assignments from if you’re out sick. You
may also have friends who excel in subjects that you find challenging. Friends
like that can be great study partners and can help you with course material.

How Will this Benefit my Future?
Learning how to build relationships is a skill that will help you tremendously in life.
Here’s how:
	College success - For starters, once you’re a college student, you’ll have a lot
more independence and may be living far from home. You’ll have to create your
own social support system, which is easier when you’re comfortable socializing.
People with effective social skills are more likely to finish college.
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	Career success - There aren’t a lot of jobs out there for people who can’t
communicate well. Employers regard social and communication skills as some of
the most important qualities an employee can have.
	A social network is also critical to your career success. Have you ever heard the
phrase, “It’s not what you know, it’s who you know”? Usually, you advance in
your career by building relationships with people who can help you. Getting
to know as many people as you can will only help you in life. But, it’s hard
"It’s never too early to
to build a social network if you don’t socialize. And it’s hard to socialize if
think about your futur
e.
you don’t have solid social skills.
Don’t just choose a
	Happiness - The benefits aren’t all college and career related (likewise,
life isn’t all about school and work). Humans are social creatures! Strong
relationships are good for your mental health, keep your mind active,
and give you a sense of fulfilment. This will be really helpful when you’re
dealing with the many (often stressful) responsibilities of adult life.3

future
career by how much
money you'll make, choos
e
something that you think
will make you happy!"

– Deborah Gagnon,
Paraeducator, MST

	In sum, the perfect time to start practicing your social and communication
skills is now. If you do that, you’ll start adulthood in a stronger position.
Of course, part of developing social skills involves making mistakes. Don’t let
a fear of making mistakes hold you back from trying. The good thing is that in
high school, you can make mistakes with minimal consequence. However, once
you’re an adult and in the workforce, there can be major ramifications to making
mistakes, especially social ones.
One final word of advice: don’t expect to come out of high school a social expert.
Building your social intelligence takes many years. Now is a great time to experiment,
learn, and grow!

Walk the Path Yourself
1.	
Grab a blank piece of paper and a pen. Create a “My Social Experience”
		mind map!
			
a.	
Draw a circle and place your name in it.
			
b.	
Draw lines/branches from the circle outward.
			

c.	At the end of the lines, briefly write your answers to these
questions:
What do you like about having friendships?
How did some of your friendships start?
	How does it help to get to know people in your
classes?
What type of people do you fit in with best?
Would you like to meet new people? If so, how
might you do that?

Mayo Clinic

3
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Getting to Know Your Teachers
Your teachers are there to help and guide you, so don’t be afraid to approach them. They
are an excellent resource. Many also serve as great mentors. Getting to know your
teachers might feel a little strange, especially if you’re shy, but here are some ways to
do it:
1.	Participate in Class - Participating in class shows that you’re engaged
with the material. Some easy ways to do this are by contributing to
class discussions and asking questions. You don’t necessarily have to
participate every class, but try to participate in most of them. The more
you participate, the more familiar your teacher will be with you and your
ideas.
		If you’re shy, participating in class may be hard at first. The more you do
it, the easier it becomes. Becoming comfortable with participating in
class is also a solid way to build confidence.
2.	Ask for Help - If you need clarification on an assignment or don’t
understand something that can’t be answered quickly in class, reach out
to your teacher for help. You can also meet with them to review material
or go over ideas for a project. Regardless of what you choose to meet
with your teacher for, make sure you come prepared with questions and
ideas. Of course, you need to create a balance here. Teachers have lots of
students and are busy, so don’t reach out to them constantly. But, when
you think it would be useful to meet with them, don’t be afraid to ask.
		When reaching out to your teachers, especially over email, make sure you
come across as clear and respectful. For example, when asking for help
with a simple homework question, you can say something like this:
		

“Hello Ms. Jones,

		I’ve been working on the homework assignment. However, I’m a little
confused by question 6. Could you please explain what _____ means?”
		Sincerely,
		Xxxxxx”
		

Or perhaps you have a study question. You can say something like this:

		

“Hello Mr. Smith,

		I’ve been studying for next week’s test. I’m still confused about _____,
though. Could we please arrange some time to discuss it?
		Thank you,
		Xxxxx”
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	Sometimes you’ll have to reach out to teachers for matters that are a little more
complex. At some point, you’ll likely need to ask teachers for recommendations
for college applications or work or volunteer opportunities. When asking for
a recommendation, you can be brief. However, as recommendations require
your teacher to go out of their way for you, it’s important for you to be clear,
thoughtful, and respectful when asking.
		You can say something like:
		“I’m applying for college. I’ve really enjoyed your class, and I think you
have a good understanding of my work and who I am as a person. I was
wondering if you could please write a letter of recommendation for me.”
		Think of ways you can personalize it. Maybe you
plan on majoring in chemistry and you want to ask
your chemistry teacher for a recommendation.
Be sure to tell them that you’re majoring in the
subject they teach! There are many other ways you
can personalize your request so that your teacher
understands why you’re asking them.
		With that said, while it’s not suggested you ask for
a recommendation over email (if you can avoid it),
you can ask to arrange a time to meet over email.
Here’s an example:

 avigation Tip!: It’s best to ask
N
for recommendations in person.
Recommendations are important, and
you should treat them that way. Also,
recommendations are a big task for
your teacher. By asking in person,
you demonstrate maturity, gratitude,
and respect for your teacher’s help.

		“Dear Ms. Williams,
		I hope all is well. I know I usually reach out to you for help with
homework, but this time I’m reaching out about something different.
		I’m applying [to college/for a job at ____/for a volunteer opportunity at
_____]. As part of the process, I need to get a letter of recommendation.
I’ve really enjoyed your class this year, and I feel that you’re a teacher
who knows my work well.
		Could we please arrange a time to discuss the possibility of you writing
a letter of recommendation for me? I would be happy to meet with you
at your convenience. In the meantime, I could provide any additional
information you need from me.
		

Thank you for your help,

		Xxxxx”
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3.	Join Extracurricular Activities - A lot of teachers moderate clubs or
sports. Joining one is a great way to get to know them better and learn
from them. We’ll discuss this in more detail in the next section.
4.	Be Sincere - Don’t talk with your teachers just to get special treatment or
to try to win their favor. Instead, build real, legitimate relationships with
them. When you talk with them, be honest about your life, including your
interests and challenges you’re facing. That will help them understand
you better. Ask them about their lives, too. Teachers often have wisdom
that they can share with you.
5.	Do the Communication Yourself - It may be tempting to let your parents
communicate with your teachers for you. Once you get to high school,
though, you should be the one driving the communication with your
teachers. If you let your parents handle it, you won’t learn how to do it.

Why Does this Matter?
	Shortcut: Having a strong relationship with your teachers can help you
tremendously with your academics, applying to college/work/scholarships, and
navigating life.
	Scenic Route: There’s no better resource than your teachers. As stated earlier,
your teachers may be happy to share life advice with you and support you in
ways that aren’t academic. This can help you if you’re facing challenges outside
of school.
	Other than that, as you progress through high school, you’re going to need
teachers to write recommendations for college or maybe even jobs or volunteer
opportunities. This will be easier to do if you have a good relationship with them.
The better your relationship is with your teachers, the more good things they can
say about you!

How Will this Benefit my Future?
Throughout your life, you’re going to have to approach and build relationships with
authority figures such as bosses. For most people, this isn’t something that comes
naturally, so the earlier you start practicing it, the better you’ll be at it as an adult.
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Walk the Path Yourself
1.	Reach out to some of your teachers about a question you have on an
assignment or for help with something. How did you reach out to them?
How was the interaction helpful?
			I asked: _______________________________________________?
			

How I asked: (Circle one)

In/After Class		

Email

			What I learned:
			__________________________________________________________
			__________________________________________________________
			__________________________________________________________
			__________________________________________________________
2.	

Participation Tracker

		Participate in at least one class every day for a week. Keep track of how
you participated. How did participating make you feel?
3.	Bonus Task! Next time you meet with one of your teachers, ask them
something about themselves. Maybe ask how their day is going or what
they like about their job.

Day

Class

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
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How I Participated:

(i.e. raised my hand,
answered a question,
volunteered to share my idea,
worked with a partner, etc.)

How I felt after:

Self-Advocacy
	Self-advocacy means sharing your thoughts, feelings, ideas, struggles, and needs
with others. There will likely be times in high school when you’ll need to do this.
Usually, it will involve reaching out to teachers, counselors, or anyone else who
can help you. For many students, this is difficult to do at first.
Here are some ways you can do it:
1.	Understand What You Need...Then Reach Out: To ask for help,
you must first know what you need help with. When you approach
your teacher or other adult to talk about your situation, be as
specific as possible.

"Try to be as independent
as possible. Use all of your
			
Some examples of how you can phrase your requests for help are,
resources bef
ore you ask
for help. Help is always
“I’m confused about ___. Can we set up some time to discuss
available."
it?” or “I’ve been sick and it’s affecting my work. Can I turn this

assignment in a couple days later?”
– Angelica L Mahoney,
Special Education
			
Navigation Tip!: If you’re looking to get help outside of
Coordinator, Parkside
class hours, make sure you’ve first made a genuine effort to
Middle School

understand the material. This builds independence and shows
respect for your teacher’s time. That said, when you genuinely
need guidance, don’t hesitate to reach out to your teacher.

2.	Customize Your Learning: You may think you have no power
over the way your teacher teaches. Remember, you can ask the
teacher to adjust their methods for you. For example, maybe you
find it hard to focus in the classroom. You can ask your teacher
something like, “I’m distracted by ____. Can I go somewhere else
to do my work?” Perhaps your teacher teaches too quickly for you.
You can ask your teacher, “Can I get a copy of the slides ahead
of time so I can follow along?” When you find something hinders
your learning, do something about it.

“Asking for help is not a
weakness - it requires a lot of
		
strength and courage. Your job
lem
prob
is not to solve every
to
rs
othe
on your own. Invite
of
part
l
become an essentia
you
and
th,
your personal grow
the
do
will
will find that you
same for them.”
– Teacher, MST

3.	Are You Shy? Try Practicing with Your Friends: You may find that
it’s easier to talk with your friends about issues than it is to talk
with your teachers, parents, or other adults about them. That’s
common. If that’s the case for you, try practicing self-advocacy
with your friends first and ask for feedback on how you can be
better at it.
4.	Ask Your Teachers for Help with Self-Advocacy: Yes! Your
teachers can help you with self-advocacy. Since they’re used to
having students ask for help, they probably have some tips on
how to ask for help the right way. Try saying something like, “I
want to get better at asking for help and support. What would you
say are some good ways to do that?” Other people you can ask
for help with self-advocacy include counselors, coaches, or other
school staff you routinely work with.
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		5.	Be Early and Proactive: Bring up issues you’re having as early as
you can. The longer you wait to address a problem, the bigger the
problem tends to become and the harder it becomes to resolve it.
			For example, if you want an extension on an assignment because
of an extenuating circumstance, don’t wait until the day before it’s
due to ask. Instead, ask as soon as the problem arises.

Why Does this Matter?
	Shortcut: Your voice matters! Asking for help when you need it is an investment
in yourself - not a sign of weakness. You can only do your best by making sure
you get the best for you and your life.
	Scenic Route: If you don’t express your concerns,
thoughts, and feelings, people aren’t going to know
you have them. This means your concerns will likely go
unaddressed, which will have a negative impact on your
high school experience and your progress.
	Yes, there are people who will support you in high school,
like counselors, family, and teachers. But, they won’t know
your needs and feelings unless you make them known to
these people. So speak up!

“If you do not ask,
teachers will assume you
understand, even if you
do not.”
– Teacher, Memorial
High School

How Will this Benefit my Future?
	Sharing your thoughts, concerns, and ideas with others is something you’ll have
to do throughout life.
	As an adult, self-advocacy will often involve discussing your ideas and concerns
with authority figures, or people who have power and influence (think: bosses).
For example, at some point in your career, you’ll probably want to ask your boss
for a raise. How will you accomplish this if you’re afraid to speak up about your
needs?
	Self-advocacy can be scary. Many people are uncomfortable with doing it, even
as adults. But, nobody is going to advocate for you besides you. Let’s repeat
that: nobody is going to advocate for you besides you. That means it’s your
responsibility to advocate for yourself. By getting comfortable with approaching
your teachers and other school staff about your needs and ideas, you can start
learning self-advocacy now and be more prepared for it as an adult.
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Walk the Path Yourself
1.	How have you advocated for yourself in the past? What did you do well?
What could you do differently?
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________

2.	What are some present needs or challenges that are affecting your
progress in school right now? Who at your school can help you with this?
Draft an example of what you might say or write to them so they know
your needs.
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
		_________________________________________________________________
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EAST: EXTRACURRICULARS
Finding Activities and Clubs
	Your high school will likely offer extracurricular activities like clubs and sports. You
should participate in some of them! Finding extracurricular activities to join isn’t
too hard if you know where to look.
1.	Think about Your Current Interests - What are some of your
interests? What do you like to do for fun? This can help you
narrow down what kinds of extracurricular activities you’d
like to get involved with.
		

2.	Try Something New - Are you interested in learning a new
hobby? Even if you have hobbies you like, maybe you’ll want
to try something that’s completely new to you. If there’s a
club focused on something you’ve never done before but
are curious about, this is a good opportunity to learn more
about it.

"Be open to meeting
new
people. Get involved
and
try new things - cl
ubs,
sports, teams, etc.
"
– Mrs. Doreen S. Ga
gneMartin, Teacher,
Parkside Middle Sc
hool

		

3.	Look at Your School’s Website - Your school may have a
list of clubs and activities on their website. If they do, this is an
easy place to start your search.

		

4.	Attend Club Fairs - Your high school will most likely have at least
one club fair a year. This is a good way to see all the clubs your
school offers at once, talk to club leaders, and learn about the
clubs that are interesting to you.

		5.	
Ask Around - When you start becoming
acquaintances with your fellow students, ask
them about the extracurricular activities they
participate in. Many teachers will moderate
clubs, too. Ask your teachers if they have any
club recommendations or know where to get
more information. Word of mouth is a great
way to learn about what’s going on on campus!
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6.	Look off Campus - You can also get involved
with organizations in the community that aren’t
offered through your high school, including
sports teams, artistic activities, and volunteer
opportunities.
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"Play as many sports and join as man
clubs as you can! You'll only regret
the things you don't do. Sports and
clubs are the best way to meet new
.
people and make lifelong friendships
It's also really important to have
sports, clubs, volunteer hours, etc. on
your transcript if you end up applying
to postsecondary education. Do your
best on your school work, but make
sure to always make time for fun!"
– Mrs. Buxton, 5th Grade Teacher,
Parkside Middle School

Why Does this Matter?
	Shortcut: Participating in extracurricular activities improves academic
performance and social skills, builds self-confidence, and will help you grow and
stand out when applying to programs or work after high school.
	Scenic Route: Extracurricular activities are just as important as academics. While
extracurricular involvement may seem like it could interfere with your academics,
participation in clubs, sports, theater, music, etc. has actually been found to
improve students’ academic performance.
	Extracurricular participation enhances your connection with your school, helps
build self-esteem, and boosts your confidence.4 All of this helps with your class
performance. Additionally, by managing your academics and extracurriculars, you
enhance your time management and organizational skills.
P
 articipating in clubs helps you when applying to college. Colleges like
well-rounded applicants, or applicants who have both solid academics and
extracurricular participation. They like people who contribute to their high school
communities. You can have an impressive academic record, but if you don’t have
extracurricular involvement, colleges might not be very impressed. Try to take
leadership roles in the clubs you join, because that’s what makes you stand out
from other applicants. Maybe you can even start a new club if there isn’t one
that matches your interests.
	There are also social benefits. Extracurricular participation allows you to interact
with people who have similar interests as you. This is an easy way to form
friendships, have a solid social experience, and develop social skills.

How Will this Benefit my Future?
	The interests you have today can influence or completely change your future.
There are different ways to figure out what interests you, and high school offers
many opportunities for self-discovery. Your classes are one way of doing this.
However, so are extracurricular activities. In fact, many people find their true
passion through extracurricular activities and hobbies. Oftentimes, people’s
passions turn into their careers. Even if your extracurricular involvement doesn’t
help you determine your career, it can still lead you to a hobby that brings you
enjoyment throughout life.
	It’s also worth noting that it’s useful to find out what you don’t like. If you try
something new and don’t enjoy it, it’s still a valuable experience that helps you
discover your interests, preferences, and who you are as a person.

College of DuPage

4
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Also, keep in mind that when you get older and spend most of your waking hours
working, you’ll find it’s harder to find the time to focus on hobbies and activities. As a
high school student, you have more time to hone in on your current interests or pick up
new ones. Time is of these essence!

Walk the Path Yourself
1.	

Clubs, sports, and other opportunities I’m interested in:
• ________________________________
• ________________________________
• ________________________________
• ________________________________
• ________________________________

2.	Think about your current extracurricular participation. What has it taught you
about yourself?

Activity I’m involved in:
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What I’ve learned about myself:

WEST: COLLEGE
PREPARATION
No matter what you do, whether it’s a job right after graduation, community college,
trade school, military, or a four year college/university, high school will prepare you
to work in the world. And being a student opens doors for you to explore whatever
interests you may have.
In order to support yourself in the world, you’ll need to get a career. GEAR UP will help
you no matter what you decide.
“Think about what you want to do
for a career and speak with your
guidance counselor to help you
determine what you will need to
get you to your goal. It is a good
idea to volunteer for a company
that you want to work with or in
a field that you want to enter so
that you can see if it is really a
career for you.”
– Teacher, Hillside Middle School

At the same time, we do encourage you to pursue education after high
school because it comes with many benefits. On average, someone with
a bachelor’s degree makes over $25,000 more a year than someone with
just a high school diploma.5 Additionally, college expands your career
options by making you a more appealing job applicant and by offering
networking opportunities.
However, not all reasons for pursuing postsecondary education are related
to work and money. College offers opportunities for personal growth, too.
College is challenging, and completing it teaches you how to overcome
adversity. It’s also a good way to further many of the skills this workbook
talks about, such as social skills and organizational skills, all of which lead
to a more fulfilling, stable life.

If all this sounds good to you, here’s what you need to prepare for college.

Preparing for College
	Thinking about life after high school may seem odd right now. But, while college
may be a few years away, getting ready for it is a multi-year process.
	This book has introduced you to skills you’ll find useful for college, but there are
some specific college preparations you can make, too. By following these tips,
you can make gearing up for college much easier.
		

1.	Start Looking Early - What do you want in a college? Some
people want to go to a larger school, while some prefer a smaller
college with a strong community feel. Some people prefer urban
environments, while others prefer rural towns. There are a lot of
options out there. Of course, your preferences may change

Bureau of Labor Statistics
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			over time, but it doesn’t hurt to look early. Also, start looking for
scholarships early. Many private organizations offer scholarships.
		

2.	Meet with Your Counselor Regularly - Your counselor is there
to help you plan your courses and put you on the path to college.
Talk with them about your interests and goals, and they can help
create a plan that aligns with your preferences. Your counselor
will also monitor your academic progress to ensure that you’re
doing what you need to do to achieve your goals. Should you
need academic support, your counselor will be able to refer you to
these resources as well.
3.	Think about the SAT and ACT… Even as a Freshman - To
get into a bachelor’s program, you’ll have to take a standardized
test known as the SAT or ACT. The higher you score, the greater
chance you have of getting into the school of your choice. We
won’t sugarcoat it: these tests aren’t fun, and neither is preparing
for them. But they cover a lot of subject matter, including subject
matter you’ll learn freshman year. Given this, it won’t hurt to do
some SAT or ACT preparation your freshman year. While most
people start thinking about these tests their junior year, the earlier
you prepare and plan for them, the less stressful they’ll be, and
the better you’ll do.
4.	Show a Good Streak - Colleges like to see a consistent record
of academic achievement all four years of high school. As stated
earlier, your freshman grades do matter. Of course, freshman year
can be a tough transition for many students. While consistent
academic achievement is best, if you find that your first year
doesn’t demonstrate your true academic capabilities, do your best
sophomore year onward to show that you’ve matured. While you
can’t change what’s on your transcript, colleges appreciate an
upward trend in your grades and course rigor from year to year.
5.	Don’t Forget: Being a Student can Help Your Career - Being
in school comes with benefits, and a big one is networking
opportunities. This is true even as a young high school student. If
there’s a line of work you’re interested in, you can find some local
companies in that field and talk to them. For example, if you want
to be a vet tech, find one to talk to about their work. Many people
are eager to help students learn about a profession. Eventually,
these connections could lead you to your dream job.
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Why Does this Matter?
	Shortcut: Preparation is key to having a smooth transition to life after high
school.
	Scenic Route: If you have an idea early on of what your post-high school plans
will be, you’ll have an easier time planning out your high school trajectory. If
you wait until junior or senior year to start the college search, you’ll likely find
yourself trying to make up for lost time, which will cause a lot of stress that you
don’t want! You’ll find that if you prepare for college early on, you’ll have a more
successful, fulfilling high school experience.

How Will this Benefit my Future?
	It goes without saying that if you choose to pursue a bachelor’s
degree, your college choice can have a big impact on your future. That
means picking a college where you can thrive and develop yourself.
Many students start the college process late. In addition to causing
unnecessary stress, this gives you less time to explore college options
and find the school that’s best for you. By giving yourself more time, you
can think through your options better and have a greater chance of picking
the college that’s right for you.

“Try to take responsibility
for your education. Take an
active role in it. In the end,
it is you who will benefit fro
m
your education. In life, you
get out of it what you put
into it. Try to explore all the
opportunities that you can.”
– Teacher, MST

	Of course, as stated earlier, college doesn’t have to mean a four-year
degree program. Maybe you’ll prefer a trade school. This is fine, and you
should choose the option that’s best for you. You’ll still have to choose the
right program and school, and probably do some preparation for it.
	That said, there’s no harm in preparing as if you’re going to attend a four-year
degree program. After all, it’s much better to plan to attend a degree program
and not go than to not plan on attending and then decide you’d like to.

Walk the Path Yourself
1.	

Answer this important question: Why do I want to go to college?

2.	

Name 2-3 career options after high school that appeal to you:

			1.__________________________
			2.__________________________
			3.__________________________
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3.	

College Preferences (Circle all that you like!)

		

close to home

		

small college (less students)

		

sports are important

		

live off campus

4.	

far from home

urban place

rural place

big college (more students)

lots of clubs

live on campus

faith-based

Dream Schools - What are your top choices?

			1.______________________________
			2.______________________________
			3.______________________________

5.	
		

Who do you think can support you in achieving your goals?
List them below!

			• ______________________________
			• ______________________________
			• ______________________________
			• ______________________________
			• ______________________________

6.	

Reflecting Backward to Move Forward

			

a.	Think about your academic performance over the past year.
What do you need to improve in? What do you do well in?

			

b.	Above, it states the benefits of a college education. How
have you benefited from your education so far? What
benefits of attending college do you think you like most?
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Advice from School Staff
Throughout this book, you’ve seen advice from school staff. They’ve had a lot to say,
and now here are some more words of wisdom they have for you.

“Firstly, start a ‘My Success Map’ scrapbook of
people that you admire and look up to. Not the glitz
and glamour, over-paid, non-realistic characters that
make millions and don’t know much about real life,
but your heroes: close relatives, friends, people
you read about that are not highlighted in cheap
magazines. People that are real, hard-working, and
doing their life’s work for good reasons and for
you. These wonderful people that you admire and
look up to that only want to make you smile and
lead a safe, good, and memorable lifestyle. Design
your success scrapbook to fit you and your heroes.
Research with vim and vigor. Borrow quotes and
paragraphs about people that take your breath away
because they are so strong and good. Write why
they made it into your book of career development.
This is a time for you to listen to the quiet voice that

“Get involved, have fun, and don’t procrastinate.”
– Teacher, MST

reminds you about right and wrong. Respect those
around you that do things just for you. Respect
yourself and give back, showing those heroes that
you are on the straight path to success. Avoid stupid
stuff, bad intentions, and people that you believe
need to go and find themselves. Please make
sure the scrapbook is meaningful to you, share it
with your heroes and loved ones, friends, and yes,
favorite teachers! Lastly, name your scrapbook,
let it lead you towards becoming a good citizen in
your community. Become the new managers, learn
from our mistakes. Makes us proud. Make us smile
and say, ‘I worked hard for you to take over and
really get things right!’”
– Career and Technical Educator, MST

“Remember: all knowledge will advance you.
It’s never wasted.”
– Teacher, MST

“When work builds up and you get overwhelmed it is tempting to just shut down. Unfortunately that
just makes the pile of undone work grow bigger. As soon as possible try to choose and complete just
one assignment. Check with the teacher about which assignments are the most important. Many
assignments are formative practice assignments that don’t affect your grade much. Work your way out
of the hole one small step at a time.”
-- Mrs. Pollard, Teacher, Parkside Middle School

“Be sure to pay close attention in Civics and Economics classes. Civics will teach you about your rights.
Economics will teach you about money. These are two important topics to understand no matter what
you plan to do after graduating.”
– Mr. Bouchard, Social Studies Teacher, Parkside Middle School
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“Take a study hall if that is available to you. Do not overload yourself with classes. For instance, do not
give up lunch. Take classes you enjoy, but also take classes that challenge you. Go to school every day,
even if you don’t want to. Do not skip class no matter how tempting it is. As my fellow teachers would
say, ‘It is hard to teach to an empty chair.’ Take every opportunity to fix tests/quizzes/assignments.
Second chances are awesome if you take advantage of them. Surround yourself with people who make
good choices. Try to connect with your teachers; you will find classes easier and more enjoyable. Stay
after school for extra help. Try to remember that school is what you make of it. Join clubs/sports etc…
try new things, branch out.”
– Jennifer Darby, Guidance Counselor, Parkside Middle School

“Get to know the high school librarian!! They are super knowledgeable and helpful! There’s a lot more
in a high school library than just books. Also, go get a card from the City of Manchester Library - it’s free
and you’ll have access to hundreds of e-books and videos that you can download from home. They have
databases to help you do research for your classes too!!”
– Mrs. Kim Landies, Librarian, Hillside Middle School

“Get involved! Meet new people. Don’t be afraid to talk to
new people. Maybe you wanted to try something new? Now
is the time! Don’t worry about what others think. You will
find ‘your people’ in high school if you’re open to it. If you’ve
been thinking your group of friends isn’t good for you, this
is the time to break away and start over. Find your place in
the world. High school isn’t as scary as you think. Use your
locker, but don’t forget to lock it. If it’s too far from your
classes, share a locker with a friend. Use the library, it’s there
to help you. Make friends with the upperclassmen. They
aren’t as scary as you think. Get to know your teachers. We
want to know you too!”

“Be proactive, ask for help early
and often. Also, by getting your
work done as soon as you can,
you maximize the time you get to
spend doing whatever you want
and having fun!”
–C
 harlie Rogers, City Year,
Parkside Middle School

– Tara Michaud, English Teacher, Memorial High School

“Consider school time as the time that you can invest in your future rather than your present. You will
thank yourself later if you can focus on school while you are in school. Life is about balance and longterm satisfaction. Immediate gratification is so tempting, but your choices today will definitely impact
the choices you will be offered in 5 years. That text, YouTube video or computer game can always wait
until your school day is over, but you will never get that school day back once it is gone.”
– Teacher, MST
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Notes

Notes
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